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1 Executive Summary
This draft document – D3.2 Data Mapping and Integration (M15) – maps the datasets that were
identified in the first round of hackathons in the five pilot locations. It includes the datasets that
were chosen for the hackathon cycles and uploaded to the O4C Platform, those that were available
to the hackathon teams from other sources/not uploaded and the requests that were made by the
participants – if applicable.
The datasets are presented pilot by pilot in the following order: Barcelona, Copenhagen,
Rotterdam, Karlstad and Milan. Each pilot section is initiated with a description of the pilot’s
particular approach to data integration and rounded off with reflections on which learnings
regarding data integration the pilot is bringing to the next round of hackathons.
In order to indicate possible integrations according to the indications given by the citizens in the
first hackathon cycle, dedicated rows in the tables also indicate whether the dataset was used in a
concept or not.
The concepts that sprouted from the hack activities along with the specific details about the
hackathons; their themes, associated challenges, pre-hack activities and key actors are not included
in this deliverable since they are presented in depth in D3.4 First Hackathon Report (M17).

2 Introduction
This deliverable focuses on the mapping and integration of the data that relates to the first round
of hackathons in the five pilots. The specific details about the hackathons; their themes, associated
challenges, pre-hack activities and key actors are described in detail in D3.4 ‘First Hackathon
Report’ (M17) and will thus not be covered in this deliverable. The datasets that are identified in
the upcoming second round of hackathons will be included in the final version of the document –
D3.3 ‘Data Mapping and Integration’ (M26).

2.1

Structure of the document

The first section presents three generic categories for how data was integrated in the hackathons.
The datasets could either be:
1) Datasets uploaded to the O4C platform: Theme-related datasets identified prior to the
hackathons and uploaded to the O4C platform
2) Datasets not uploaded to the O4C Platform: Datasets that were available and highlighted at
the hackathons but not uploaded to the O4C platform
3) Datasets requested by the participants
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The rest of the document presents the datasets pilot by pilot in the following order: Barcelona,
Copenhagen, Rotterdam, Karlstad and Milan. Each pilot section starts with a description of the
pilot’s particular approach to data integration in the first hackathon cycle. The datasets are then
distributed in the three categories. Each dataset is accompanied by metadata that includes a
descriptive title of the dataset, its contents, data format, data source and possible direct link to the
dataset.
In order to recommend possible integrations according to the indications given by the citizens in
the hackathon cycle, it is indicated (in the tables’ Notes column) if the datasets were used in a
concept or not. The concepts that sprouted from the hack activities are not included in this
deliverable as they are presented in depth in D3.4 ‘First Hackathon Report’.
Each pilot section is concluded with reflections on which learnings regarding data integration the
pilot is bringing to the next round of hackathons.

2.2
2.2.1

Data Integration
Datasets uploaded to the platform

The datasets uploaded to the platform for the first round of hackathons were example datasets
from real sources that were deemed relevant to the different themes as examples or working data.
The participants could search the datasets via tags in the platform and use them both to familiarise
with the data visualisation tools provided (Map, Graphicly and Weave), as well as like illustrative
examples to spark imagination for concept development or as components in actual concepts,
applications and digital mock-ups.
In order to make extensive example datasets more understandable and easier to work with for the
participants, the entry level was tentatively lowered by splitting datasets that contained multiple
arrays into smaller sets that only contain one array – like this example from the Swedish pilot:
‘Ohalsostatistik for befolkningen from 2007-2014’ from Karlstad Kommune was split into one file
per year:
- Ohalsostatistik for befolkningen 2014
- Ohalsostatistik for befolkningen 2013
- Ohalsostatistik for befolkningen 2012
- Ohalsostatistik for befolkningen 2011
- Ohalsostatistik for befolkningen 2010
- Ohalsostatistik for befolkningen 2009
- Ohalsostatistik for befolkningen 2008
- Ohalsostatistik for befolkningen 2007
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In addition, some of the datasets were cleansed prior to being uploaded to the platform. This was
again done to lower the entry level and make the data more usable and understandable. The
cleansing of the datasets consisted of:
- Converting to CSV format in order for the datasets to be used in the platform
- Rearranging the order of data columns
- Eliminating empty columns
- Adding ‘longitude’ and ‘latitude' where applicable
- Fixing the encoding for characters specific to the Swedish and Danish language. See
example below:

-

Identifying and fixing misplaced records in the data. In the example below the ‘Lisa’ record
line is misplaced and would thus not be read correctly.
Name
John
Emma

Sex
M
Lisa
F

Age
24
F
21

22

There is however a great potential in encouraging the participants in the hackathons that are
working with data to understand and perform the aforementioned actions by themselves in order
to work with their preferred data. All datasets that were used in concepts, mock-ups or applications
are annotated in the tables.
2.2.2

Datasets not uploaded to the O4C platform

While presenting theme-related and relevant data examples is important as inspiration and to
spread knowledge about open data, it is also crucial to allow participants and data owners to bring
in and work with their own data at the hackathons. Ideas are innately a dynamic and unsettled
material, which made it almost impossible to create a static data repository in the O4C platform
that was able to fully satisfy the needs of the concepts sprouted during the hackathons. It is also an
unavoidable fact that the data scenery is under constant development and that new open data is
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produced on a regular basis – so if we only allowed the participants to use data from a static
repository in the O4C platform we would indeed not be capable of keeping up the general data
development.
This category thus includes the data that was not uploaded to the platform. It includes the datasets
that were selected and made available/highlighted during the hackathon cycle. It contains the data
that was made available in the pre-hack before the platform was ready to handle data. The
datasets that were used in concepts, mock-ups or applications are annotated in the tables.
2.2.3

Datasets requested by the participants

Participants have the possibility to send data requests through the O4C platform during the
hackathon as a first step to try and tap into their data needs. This feature was added in order to
collect as many requests for data as possible. Each request is sent to the Open Data Lab so that it
can assist the applicant in figuring out if the data was already ‘out there’ or if it would need to be
acquired from any other source. By going into this dialogue with the teams participating in the
hackathons, some plausible use cases could be presented along with the requests. This feature was
not used at all hackathon sites as the platform was not yet ready to handle requests during the first
round of pre-hacks.
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3 Data in the First Hackathon Cycle in Barcelona
3.1

Description of data integration in Barcelona

Data was integrated into the co-creation event in two related ways. On the first hand, a
preselection of datasets and repositories was curated by the Barcelona pilot project team, and
uploaded to the O4C platform in the run-up to the hackathon. On the other, a number of local open
data experts and entities were invited to deliver short introductory speeches at the start of the
hackathon, in which they explained to the participants the datasets they could bring into the cocreation event, the conditions and technical procedures for accessing such data (i.e. APIs), and the
opportunities for generating social value that this data allowed.
The O4C platform through which the preselected datasets were offered was useful in introducing
the theory and practice of open data to the hackathon attendees. The O4C platform supported the
execution of the hackathon in two phases in particular. First, in the beginning of the event, it
provided an introductory experience to the world of open data. And second, during the open data
validation phase, it gave to participants a sandbox where they could tinker and play around with a
set of open data in their theme of interest, to get a feeling of the process of dataset discovery,
processing and usage. Participants then went on to gather more complete sets of open data in a
range of repositories and portals, since they regarded the process of finding data as a crucial part of
their learning process. Thus, the process of data integration was useful in advancing the data
literacy of the participants, especially of those who came to the hackathon with little or no previous
knowledge of what open data is about, what can be done with it and which tools and methods can
be used to work with it.
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3.2

Datasets uploaded to the O4C platform

Title
Pollen station

Description
-

Data Format
CSV

Link
forescat_aero_2016.csv

CSV

Data Source
Autonomous University of
Barcelona
Autonomous University of
Barcelona
Autonomous University of
Barcelona
Autonomous University of
Barcelona
Autonomous University of
Barcelona
Autonomous University of
Barcelona
Autonomous University of
Barcelona
Autonomous University of
Barcelona
Autonomous University of
Barcelona
Autonomous University of
Barcelona
Energy Control (NGO)

Barcelona pollen forecast

-

CSV

Son pollen forecast

-

CSV

Vielha pollen forecast

-

CSV

Tarragona pollen forecast

-

CSV

Roquetes pollen forecast

-

CSV

Manresa pollen forecast

-

CSV

Girona pollen forecast

-

CSV

Lleida pollen forecast

-

CSV

Bellaterra pollen forecast

-

CSV

Drug use data

-

Quality indicators for Catalan
hospitals, 2015

-

XLS

Catalan Regional Government

Quality indicators for Catalan
hospitals, 2014

-

XLS

Catalan Regional Government

Socioeconomic conditionants
of health condition, 20072014
Indicators of health condition,

-

XLS

Catalan Regional Government

-

XLS

Catalan Regional Government

http://observatorisalut.gencat.cat/web/.content/minisite/o
bservatorisalut/ossc_central_resultats/Dades_obertes/Fitxer
_estatics/Dades_resum_hospitals_2015.xlsx
http://observatorisalut.gencat.cat/web/.content/minisite/o
bservatorisalut/ossc_central_resultats/Dades_obertes/Fitxer
_estatics/Dades_hospitals_2014_resum.xlsx
http://observatorisalut.gencat.cat/web/.content/minisite/o
bservatorisalut/ossc_crisi_salut/Fitxers_crisi/Taula_determi
nants_socioeconomics_xls.xlsx
http://observatorisalut.gencat.cat/web/.content/minisite/o

forescat_aero_2016_barcelona.csv
forescat_aero_2016_son.csv
forescat_aero_2016_vielha.csv
forescat_aero_2016_tarragona.csv
forescat_aero_2016_roquetes.csv
forescat_aero_2016_manresa.csv
forescat_aero_2016_girona.csv
forescat_aero_2016_lleida.csv
forescat_aero_2016_bellaterra.csv
Data Energy_exemple.csv

Notes:
Used in concept:
PolenCat
Used in concept:
PolenCat
Used in concept:
PolenCat
Used in concept:
PolenCat
Used in concept:
PolenCat
Used in concept:
PolenCat
Used in concept:
PolenCat
Used in concept:
PolenCat
Used in concept:
PolenCat
Used in concept:
PolenCat
Used in concept:
OpenDrug
-

-

-

-
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2007-2014
Health condition by
employment status, 20062011-2012
Indicators of public health,
2015

-

XLS

Catalan Regional Government

-

XLS

Catalan Regional Government

Indicators of mental health
and substance addiction, 2015

-

XLS

Catalan Regional Government

Indicators of mental health
and substance addiction, 2014

-

XLS

Catalan Regional Government

Citizen proposals for the
decidim.barcelona
participatory process, 2016
Action plans resulting from
the decidim.barcelona
participatory process, 2016
Government of Catalonia
2015 budget
Government of Catalonia
2014 budget
2015 Catalan Parliament
election results, votes by
county
Urban planning data of the
City of Barcelona

-

CSV

Barcelona City Council

bservatorisalut/ossc_crisi_salut/Fitxers_crisi/Taula_estat_de
_salut_xls.xlsx
http://observatorisalut.gencat.cat/web/.content/minisite/o
bservatorisalut/contingutsadministratius/IndicadorsESCA_O
SC_excel.xls
http://observatorisalut.gencat.cat/web/.content/minisite/o
bservatorisalut/ossc_central_resultats/Dades_obertes/Fitxer
_estatics/Taula_resum_salut_publica_2015.xlsx
http://observatorisalut.gencat.cat/web/.content/minisite/o
bservatorisalut/ossc_central_resultats/Dades_obertes/Fitxer
_estatics/Taules_resum_SM_2015.xlsx
http://observatorisalut.gencat.cat/web/.content/minisite/o
bservatorisalut/ossc_central_resultats/Dades_obertes/Fitxer
_estatics/Dades_salut_mental_resum_2014.xlsx
proposals.csv

-

CSV

Barcelona City Council

action_plans-csv

-

XLS

Catalan Regional Government

-

XLS

Catalan Regional Government

-

XLS

Catalan Regional Government

http://fitxers.dadesobertes.gencat.cat/recursos/pressuposto
s/dotacions_pressupostos_2015.xlsx
http://fitxers.dadesobertes.gencat.cat/recursos/pressuposto
s/dotacions_pressupostos_2014.xlsx
http://fitxers.dadesobertes.gencat.cat/recursos/eleccions/v
ots.xlsx

-

XLS

Barcelona City Council

Electric car charge points,
geolocalised

-

XLS

Catalan Regional Government

http://opendata.bcn.cat/opendata/ca/descarregafitxer?url=http%3a%2f%2fbismartopendata.blob.core.windo
ws.net%2fopendata%2fopendata%2f0_TAULA_MAP_ILLA.xls
&name=TAULA_MAP_ILLA.xls
http://icaen.gencat.cat/web/sites/icaen/.content/12_opend
ata/arxius/PUNTS_RECARREGA_VEHICLES_ELECTRICS.xls

-

Used in concept:
PolenCat
Used in concept:
OpenDrug
Used in concept:
OpenDrug
Used in concept:
OpenBuit, EduVal
and Participation
Used in concept:
OpenBuit, EduVal
and Participation
-

Used in concept:
OpenBike and
OpenBuit
Used in concept:
EduVal
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Cultural heritage resources of
Catalonia, geolocalised
Heritage objects in the
museums of Barcelona, by
neighbourhood, 2015

-

XLS

Catalan Regional Government

-

XLS

Barcelona City Council

Attendee figures for
XLS
Barcelona cultural festivals,
2014
Attendee figures for
CSV
Barcelona cultural festivals,
2015
Table 1: Datasets uploaded to the platform, Barcelona

Barcelona City Council

3.3

Barcelona City Council

http://fitxers.dadesobertes.gencat.cat/recursos/turisme/cat
aleg_turisme_2010.xls
http://opendata.bcn.cat/opendata/ca/descarregafitxer?url=http%3a%2f%2fdades.eicub.net%2fapi%2f1%2fm
useusexposicionsfonscolleccio%3fformat%3dcsv%26Any%3d2015&name=mu
seusexposicions-fonscolleccio2015.csv&transfer=y
http://dades.eicub.net/api/1/festivalsassistents?Any=2014&format=csv

Used in concept:
EduVal
-

http://dades.eicub.net/api/1/festivalsassistents?Any=2015&format=csv

-

-

Datasets not uploaded to the O4C platform

Title
Barcelona Dades Cultura

Col·leccions obertes dels
museus de l’Aj. de BCN
Dades Obertes GENCAT

Description
Barcelona City Council’s
Department of Culture open
data repository
Open catalogue of the
collections at the Barcelona
City Council museums
Regional Government open
data repository

Dades Obertes Diputació de
Barcelona

Provincial government open
data repository

Freesound

Collaborative crowdsourced
audio file database

Data Format
XLS, CSV,
JSON, PDF,
XLM
XLS, CSV,
JSON, PDF,
XLM
XLS, CSV,
JSON, PDF,
XLM
XLS, CSV,
JSON, PDF,
XLM
MP3, WAV

Data Source
Institut de Cultura de
Barcelona (ICUB)

Link
http://barcelonadadescultura.bcn.cat/

Notes
Used in concept:
EduVal

Institut de Cultura de
Barcelona (ICUB)

http://dades.eicub.net/doc

Used in concept:
EduVal

Catalan Regional Government

http://dadesobertes.gencat.cat/ca/

Institut de Cultura de
Barcelona (ICUB)

http://dadesobertes.diba.cat/datasets

Used in concept:
OpenBuit and
PolenCat
Used in concept:
EduVal

Universitat Pompeu
Fabra, Grup de Recerca en
Tecnologies Musicals (MTG)

http://freesound.org/
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IDESCAT

Catalan statistical office open
data repository

XLS, CSV,
JSON, PDF,
XLM

Institut d’Estadística de
Catalunya

http://www.idescat.cat/

Open data repository of the
Catalan web archive, an
initiative to preserve the
Catalan digital heritage
Pressupost Obert
Open Budget of the Barcelona
City Council
RECERCAT
Open repository for MSc &
PhD thesis of the Catalan
universities
Table 2: Datasets not uploaded to the platform, Barcelona

PDF, MP3,
WAV, MP4,
JPEG

Biblioteca de Catalunya

http://www.padicat.cat/ca/

CSV, XLS

Barcelona City Council

-

PDF

Consorci de Serveis
Universitaris de Catalunya (CSUC)

http://ajuntament.barcelona.cat/
estrategiaifinances/pressupostobert/ca/r
http://www.recercat.cat/

Data Format
XLS

Data Source
Oficina del Cadastro/ Property
registry office (available but not
open)
Open data repository (available and
usable)

Link
-

Note
Used in concept:
OpenBuit

http://mossos.gencat.cat/ca/els_mossos_desquadra/i
ndicadors_i_qualitat/dades_obertes/cataleg_dades_o
bertes/activitat-policial/
http://www.idescat.cat/pec/20112014/?id=121001&paae=2012

Used in concept:
OpenBike

PADICAT

3.4

Used in concept:
OpenBike,
OpenBuit,
Participation and
EduVal
Used in concept:
EduVal

-

Datasets requested by the participants

Title
Property registry of the city of
Barcelona

Description
Needed to map out empty
spaces that could be used for
social purposes
Recorded traffic incidents in
Needed to predict levels of
the city of Barcelona, by type
risk for cyclists in different
of vehicle involved
areas of town
Daily weather conditions,
Needed to predict levels of
1990-2016
risk for cyclists and allergics
under different weather
conditions
Table 3: Datasets requested by the participants, Barcelona

XLS

XLS

Open data available, but only for
2011-2016 period

Used in concept:
OpenBike and
PolenCat
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3.5

Reflections from 1st hackathon cycle, Barcelona

Based on the actual usage of the datasets and the platform during the hackathon, we believe that
the following recommendations would greatly enhance the value and usage of the platform:
• Let novice and intermediate users add their own datasets, which they have searched in
open data portals (currently only advanced users can do so with the Weave tool). This is a
more cost-effective solution than predetermining before the hackathon the complete
combination of datasets that participants might need, and it also capitalizes the data
literacy potential of the process of dataset exploration.
•

In relation with the previous requirement, explore the possibility of adding new tools to the
platform which can effectively support the learning process of novice and intermediate
participants, while at the same time allowing them to come up with simple yet powerful
open data visualizations and analyses (a simple spreadsheet, like the tool used in the
Schoolofdata.org level-0 introduction, could be enough in that respect).

•

Add an open-source prototyping module to the platform, so that participants can create
their own mock-ups and digital wireframes (this would greatly support the transition from
prototype planning to prototype implementation for teams with scarcity of development
backgrounds – one of the key scenarios of interest for our project).

•

Add functionalities that can steer the O4C platform in the direction of a fully blown open
data innovation platform; that is, an online platform that supports the innovation processes
of participants in the hackathon. Two functionalities can be pointed out as useful: an online
tool that eases group formation (i.e. by allowing all participants’ backgrounds and interests
to be made explicit, and thus help cluster participants into optimal teams), and an interface
which allows teams to make their submissions online (presentation, prototypes, mock-ups,
etc., all in one submission package).
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4 Data in the First Hackathon Cycle in Copenhagen
4.1

Description of the data integration in Copenhagen

In the pre-hack planning and organisation phase, we aimed to bring together two rather separate
fields: 1) Theme leaders: Organisations, grassroots and citizens working with integration of migrants:
to allow them to state which key problems should be addressed first. 2) Data owners: Engage various
public authorities or other entities in possession of relevant datasets, to make them available. It did
however remain a challenge how to make the qualitative problems expressed map interestingly onto
the open data publicly available.
Also as a result of this, data owners did not play an active role in the hackathon event – and in
hindsight, the inspiration given at the hackathon kick-off was skewed towards the inspirational talks,
covering a spectrum of current challenges in the arena of integration. As Integration is a ‘hot topic’
indeed, it was a lot easier to attract this part of our “envisioned stakeholders map”.
During the hackathon, data wasn’t used in-depth by any teams. However, data featured on a more
conceptual level in the work undertaken by the teams; e.g. they were searching and thinking about
which role various types of data might play in their concepts. This reflection about possible ways of
involving data was supported by the O4C staff members assisting investigation.
As part of the Pre-hack activity, we experimented with ways of bringing in alternative data-sources,
to ensure we had a minimum of interesting data to invite participants to try to work with; thus
improving their data-literacy. Over time, we continued to brainstorm on what data might prove
interesting: e.g. statistical data about Denmark/schooling/jobs, data about job openings, or open
datasets about the whereabouts of various items in the Copenhagen area. However, it was not an
easy task to forecast what type of data that might come into play for the team’s ideation work when
we approached the challenge-definition more openly.
Even if we did not achieve an active engagement from the municipality or other public authorities,
we could instead manage to engage with bottom up initiatives, such as Mapillary and
OpenStreetMap (in DK) to broaden data-literacy further through their crowdsourcing visions. For
instance, the OpenStreetMap resource was used widely as a base-map on which various other
entities might be mapped – through integration of data-sets – or via crowdsourcing; thus creating
new data-sets.
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4.2

Datasets uploaded to the O4C platform

Title
Cykeltaxi Rødzone

Description
-

Data Format
CSV

Data Source
Københavns Kommune (GeoServer)

Copenhagen Toiletter

-

CSV

Københavns Kommune (GeoServer)

Playgrounds in
Copenhagen

-

CSV

Københavns Kommune (GeoServer)

Expected Years of
Schooling (of children)
Schools

-

CSV

-

CSV

United Nations Development Programme
- Updated by Humanitarian Data Xchange
Københavns Kommune

Arbejdstilknytning efter år,
alder og køn

-

CSV

Københavns Kommune

International migrant stock

-

CSV

World Bank - Updated by Humanitarian
Data Xchange

Jobåbninger 201607

-

CSV

Københavns Kommune

Jobåbninger 201606

-

CSV

Københavns Kommune

Jobåbninger 201605

-

CSV

Københavns Kommune

Population density

-

CSV

World Bank - Updated by Humanitarian
Data Xchange

Link
http://wfskbhkort.kk.dk/k101/ows?service=WFS&version=1.0.0&request=GetFeat
ure&typeName=k101:cykeltaxi_roedzone&outputFormat=json&SRSNA
ME=EPSG:4326
http://wfskbhkort.kk.dk/k101/ows?service=WFS&version=1.0.0&request=GetFeat
ure&typeName=k101:toilet&outputFormat=csv&SRSNAME=EPSG:4326
http://wfskbhkort.kk.dk/k101/ows?service=WFS&version=1.0.0&request=GetFeat
ure&typeName=k101:legeplads&outputFormat=csv&SRSNAME=EPSG:4
326
https://data.humdata.org/dataset/expected_years_of_schooling_of_chi
ldren
http://data.kk.dk/dataset/a973747e-fe7a-4327-b09500b9df4cfec2/resource/490c2475-b271-4c0f-bb956d4261898ced/download/skoler.csv
http://data.kk.dk/dataset/6c7c47d9-ec9e-42fb-b5aef44eb131ef35/resource/1cab1461-ac26-462c-992b6b17fb6b1891/download/arbejdstilknytningalderkon.csv
https://data.humdata.org/dataset/international_migrant_stock

Note
-

http://data.kk.dk/dataset/dfd6d3df-f90c-4d76-a6eab976c46a6e01/resource/271d83f3-2259-4069-8bd488f4c5c2ccb1/download/jobaabningergeo---201607.csv
http://data.kk.dk/dataset/dfd6d3df-f90c-4d76-a6eab976c46a6e01/resource/816be2f3-63f3-42a5-830fc2f421623a75/download/jobaabningergeo---201606.xlsx
http://data.kk.dk/dataset/dfd6d3df-f90c-4d76-a6eab976c46a6e01/resource/d5c4c95f-f02c-413f-b1b7d639ca014889/download/jobabningergeo---201605.xlsx
https://data.humdata.org/dataset/population_density

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Population Growth %

-

CSV

World Bank - Updated by Humanitarian
Data Xchange
World Bank - Updated by Humanitarian
Data Xchange
Københavns Kommune

Rail lines in Denmark

-

CSV

Statistics on data.kk.dk

-

CSV

Percentage of Population
Residing in Urban Areas by
Major Area, Region and
Co...
CVR data Copenhagen

-

CSV

United Nations Department of Economic
and Social Affairs - Updated by
Humanitarian Data Xchange

-

CSV

Virk.dk

https://data.humdata.org/dataset/population_growth

-

https://data.humdata.org/dataset/rail_lines

-

http://data.kk.dk/dataset/ec97767c-d874-40d3-851a7f8749c81d81/resource/24ea6fc0-38b7-4994-8607cdf9de402d72/download/tracking.csv
https://data.humdata.org/dataset/percentage_of_population_residing_
in_urban_areas_by_major_area_region_and_country_1950-2050

-

http://datahub.virk.dk/data/

Used
conceptually

-

Table 4: Datasets uploaded to the platform, Copenhagen

4.3

Datasets not uploaded to the O4C platform

Title
Map data

Description

(Not specified)

Recipes online
(openly available)

(Not specified)

One team worked
on a crowdsourced
translation platform

Data on the location of
public sports halls, meet-ups,
playgrounds and the like
Ethnic food shops

Data Format

Extracted from the
CVR database
Table 5: Data not uploaded to the O4C platform, Copenhagen

Data Source
OpenStreetMap

Crowdsourced
translation

Link
https://www.openstreetmap.org/about
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/FAQ#Who_owns_OpenSt
reetMap.3F
E.g. could be sites like these (research post-hack):
https://github.com/user24/auntiesrecipes
https://datahub.io/dataset/recipe-dataset
E.g. could be sites like these (post-hack research)
http://www.omegawiki.org/Help:Downloading_the_data
http://wiki.proz.com/wiki/index.php/Publicly_accessible_trans
lation_memories_(TMs)
http://data.kk.dk
http://kbhkort.kk.dk/spatialmap

Note
Used conceptually by several teams

-

Used conceptually

Used conceptually by team
"Meat&Eat"
Conceptual considerations made of
integrating openly available
translation repositories to grow the
initial data
Used conceptually

.
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4.4

Datasets requested by the participants

No additional data was requested by the participants

4.5

Reflections from 1st hackathon cycle, Copenhagen

We are keen to engage data and practical data-tinkering more directly in the 2nd cycle of events. We
hope to be able to zoom in even closer on the actual details of how citizens and students make
sense of data in practice; exploring datasets and building concepts on it – or formulating new
requests for alternative data-sets to be published.
To be able to do this, we have started an open dialogue with key stakeholders in the Open Data
arena in Denmark – and invited them in on defining and framing the topic so as to make it fit well
with current open data efforts on the arena. Also, we hope to engage relevant data-expertise, to
assist and supplement our data-exploration efforts while preparing for the new hackathon. We aim
to triangulate much closer together on the definition of topic relevant/concrete challenges and
data-availability.
Potentially, we will continue to allow for a combination of both open data from municipal sources –
as well as data of a more rich or qualitative character (e.g. social media data or crowdsourced data).
In terms of the concrete planning of the hackathon event, we intend to have data and presentation
of data figures more prominently – and we may also open the floor more freely; with less steered
facilitation of the overall process; e.g. to allow teams to define their own preferred line of work;
and allow for coders or digital methods experts/students to use their skills more freely. Also, we are
keen to explicitly award or highlight the most innovative uses of data; when the participating teams
pitch their ideas/concepts/prototypes.

5 Data in the First Hackathon Cycle in Rotterdam
5.1

Description of the data integration in Rotterdam

In the Rotterdam hackathon, there was no data used by any of the teams. This is largely due to the
focal point of the hackathon in identifying the problems correctly during the first round, and using
the event to start up a multi-stakeholder network, where the citizen activists and municipality
workers could talk and collaborate together. We thought that “forcefully” injecting data into the
process would not have contributed to this scope.
A particular problem area was the lack of scope of what data we needed; although we identified
the right group of people from our municipality partners to obtain datasets from, however it
remained unclear which datasets would be actually interesting for the hackathon. In the end, some
datasets were added to the platform from publicly available national statistics, but they were too
general to be valuable, and potentially obsolete.
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5.2

Datasets uploaded to the O4C platform

Title
Kerncijfers nabijheid
voorrzieningen
Kerncijfers oppervlakte

Description
-

Data Format
CSV

-

CSV

Kerncijfers sociale zekerheid

-

CSV

Kerncijfers wijken

-

CSV

Kerncijfers woningvooraad

-

CSV

Kerncijfers wijken en buurten
2014
Waarden buurt energie 2013

-

CSV

-

CSV

Waarden buurt gezond veilig
en sociaal 2013
Waarden buurt milieu 2013

-

CSV

-

CSV

Waarden buurt mobilteit en
bereikbaarheid 2013
Waarden buurt openbare
ruimte en groen 2013
Waarden buurt ruimtegebruik
en groen 2013
Waarden buurt voorzieningen

-

CSV

-

CSV

-

CSV

-

CSV

Waarden buurt vraag en
aanbod arbeid 2013
Waarden buurt water 2013

-

CSV

-

CSV

Waarden buurt wonen 2013

-

CSV

Data Source
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)

Link
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
-

Note
-

http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T

-

-

-
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Waardepotentieel en
inkomen 2013
Wijk en buurtcijfers 2015
detailhandel

-

CSV

Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)

-

CSV

Wijk en buurtcijfers 2015
gezondheid en welzijn

-

CSV

Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)

Wijk en buurtcijfers 2015
Horeca

-

CSV

Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)

Wijk en buurtcijfers 2015
Kinderopvang

-

CSV

Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)

Wijk en buurtcijfers 2015
Onderwijs

-

CSV

Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)

Wijk en buurtcijfers 2015
Verkeer, vervoer en
brandweerkazerne
Wijk en buurtcijfers 2015 Vrije
tijdd en cultuur

-

CSV

Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)

-

CSV

Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)

Energie

-

CSV

Flexibilitet naar de toekomst

-

CSV

Gezond veilig en sociaal

-

CSV

Milieu

-

CSV

Mobiliteit en bereikbaarheid

-

CSV

Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)

http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=83304
NED&D1=a&D2=8048,8055,8065,8072,8080,8086,8095,8105,811
0,8112,8121,8132,8135,8159&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=83304
NED&D1=a&D2=8048,8055,8065,8072,8080,8086,8095,8105,811
0,8112,8121,8132,8135,8159&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=83304
NED&D1=a&D2=8048,8055,8065,8072,8080,8086,8095,8105,811
0,8112,8121,8132,8135,8159&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=83304
NED&D1=a&D2=8048,8055,8065,8072,8080,8086,8095,8105,811
0,8112,8121,8132,8135,8159&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=83304
NED&D1=a&D2=8048,8055,8065,8072,8080,8086,8095,8105,811
0,8112,8121,8132,8135,8159&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=83304
NED&D1=a&D2=8048,8055,8065,8072,8080,8086,8095,8105,811
0,8112,8121,8132,8135,8159&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=83304
NED&D1=a&D2=8048,8055,8065,8072,8080,8086,8095,8105,811
0,8112,8121,8132,8135,8159&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Openbare ruimte en groen

-

CSV

Ruimtegebruik en groen

-

CSV

Voorzieningen

-

CSV

Vraag en aanod arbeid

-

CSV

Waardepotentieel en
inkomen
Water

-

CSV

-

CSV

Wonen

-

CSV

Waarden Verschiltovstad wijk

-

CSV

Klcode verschtovstad buurt

-

CSV

Klcode verschtovstad wijk

-

CSV

Waarden Wijk

-

CSV

Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
Repository of Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=82931
NED&D1=a&D2=0,8030,8038-8047&HDR=T&STB=G1&VW=T
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 6: Datasets uploaded to the platform, Rotterdam

5.3

Datasets not uploaded to the O4C platform

No additional datasets were used in the pilot.

5.4

Datasets requested by the participants

No additional data was requested by the participants.
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5.5

Reflections from 1st hackathon cycle, Rotterdam

We identified that in the post-hack/new pre-hack phase (spring of 2017), more focus on data is
necessary to balance the progress of the challenges-people-data triangle in the Rotterdam pilot.
We plan to host specific data events during the pre-hack of the second round of hackathons, and
use these events to educate and inspire students and other amateur enthusiasts on data related
issues; this group of people could bring a bottom-up data skillset into the second hackathon later
on.
While identifying the “right” group of people from the municipality to talk to regarding data
matters, we managed to better understand the working methods of the municipality and what are
the realistic expectations from the data requirements. This learning will be greatly helpful to better
narrow the scope of the second hackathon cycle from the data side, with data requests going to be
submitted on time and through reaching out to the “right” domain experts that are the actual
municipality owners of the datasets. Furthermore, we discovered that for the scope of the second
hackathon, the interesting datasets do not necessarily reside at the municipality but with other
governmental agencies (such as the Dutch Health Institute).

6 Data in the First Hackathon Cycle in Karlstad
6.1

Description of the data integration in Karlstad

Prior to the hackathon, we supplied all participants with a folder related to the case they would be
working on. This case folder contained suggested data that they could use and start looking at
along with suggestions for databases and other tools. Here is for example the case folder for team
1: ‘Our Health Data – Where we live’: http://servicelab.se/o4c1/(the contents are in Swedish).
In the Swedish pilot we used the O4C platform primarily as a tool for data exploration/inspiration.
We had one session (Data Validation) where participants oriented their way through suggested
datasets and APIs related to their case. Participants were then able to browse through different
kinds of data and datasets so that they could find relevant data for their ideas and concepts – but
also to get a grip on data visualization and usage.
We also used the O4C platform as an example on how data from a spreadsheet could be
incorporated into platforms and tools to make it more tangible. All participants had access to the
raw data, the spread sheet converted data and to the O4C platform.
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6.2

Datasets uploaded to the O4C platform

Title
Description
Omradesfakta 2015
Jämförelsedata
Ohalsostatistik for
Jämförelsedata
befolkningen 2007
Ohalsostatistik for
Jämförelsedata
befolkningen 2008
Ohalsostatistik for
Jämförelsedata
befolkningen 2009
Ohalsostatistik for
Jämförelsedata
befolkningen 2010
Ohalsostatistik for
Jämförelsedata
befolkningen 2011
Ohalsostatistik for
Jämförelsedata
befolkningen 2012
Ohalsostatistik for
Jämförelsedata
befolkningen 2013
Ohalsostatistik for
Jämförelsedata
befolkningen 2014
Ohalsa arbetssektor 2009
Jämförelsedata
Ohalsa arbetssektor 2010
Jämförelsedata
Ohalsa arbetssektor 2011
Jämförelsedata
Ohalsa arbetssektor 2012
Jämförelsedata
Ohalsa arbetssektor 2013
Jämförelsedata
Ohalsa arbetssektor 2014
Jämförelsedata
Utbildnignsniva 2013
Jämförelsedata
Utbildnignsniva 2014
Jämförelsedata
Arbetloshet 2006-2016
Jämförelsedata
Table 7: Datasets uploaded to the platform, Karlstad

Data Format
CSV
CSV

Data Source
Karlstad Kommun
Karlstad Kommun

Link
-

Note
-

CSV

Karlstad Kommun

-

-

CSV

Karlstad Kommun

-

-

CSV

Karlstad Kommun

-

-

CSV

Karlstad Kommun

-

-

CSV

Karlstad Kommun

-

-

CSV

Karlstad Kommun

-

-

CSV

Karlstad Kommun

-

-

CSV
CSV
CSV
CSV
CSV
CSV
CSV
CSV
CSV

Karlstad Kommun
Karlstad Kommun
Karlstad Kommun
Karlstad Kommun
Karlstad Kommun
Karlstad Kommun
Karlstad Kommun
Karlstad Kommun
Karlstad Kommun

-

-
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6.3

Datasets not uploaded to the O4C platform

Title
Compilation of statistics of
broken neighbourhoods
and areas within the
municipality of Karlstad.

Description

ELSA - research data

The Elsa Studie is a public health survey,
which gives an overall picture of the health
situation amongst children 6-17 years in the
region of Värmland. Data from ELSA is in the
current situation is not open data, it remains
closed within the data owners but there is
expressed interest in exploring opening up
the data.
This data is not open, but have been released
to Open4Citizens for use in the Hackathon.
However, there is an interest to see how this
data could be used in ways that help local
health centres with their communication and
potentially open up in a way or another.
The national survey of child and adolescent
health is a tool for schools and local
monitoring / quality work.
172 000 students in grades 6 and 9
participated in the national survey of
children and young people's mental health.
The results of this survey, broken down by
schools, municipalities, counties and the
whole. Table files contain multiple tabs,
interpretation assistance, ranking and

Excerpt from diagnose data
from Kronoparken Public
Medical Centre between
2015-05-01 and 16-05-01

Data Format
CSV

Data Source
Karlstad
Municipality

Link
http://servicelab.se/media/2016/10/J%C3%A4mf%
C3%B6relsedata-Karlstads-kommun-stadsdelar.xlsx

Note
Used conceptually

CSV

Karlstad University,

The data can also be downloaded from various
agencies, such as the Social Insurance Agency and
Statistics Sweden.
Not public (research data)

XLSX

The County Council
of Värmland

Not public (research data)

Used by two of four
teams

xlsx

The Public Health
Agency of Sweden

http://servicelab.se/media/2016/10/NationellKartl%C3%A4ggning-av-skolor-psykiskh%C3%A4lsa.xls

Used as reference in
concept development
by one team.

Used by one of four
teams
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Open API

Local government
database

National Board of Health
and Welfare statistics
database.

Map data

percentages for each indicator
Access to open APIs from the 1177 Health
Care Guide, syndication service for rereuse of
texts presented on 1177.se
(Kolada) - data on Swedish municipalities and
county councils. Over 3000 key figures of
data for analyses and comparisons. Kolada
provides a single entry point to key
resources, volumes and quality in
municipalities and county councils all
operations.
Information on health, health care
utilization, social services and personnel in
the health sector. Data are from the National
Board of Health's own health data registers
and other official statistical sources.
The Open4Citizens team introduced a map of
venues on Kronoparken. It is built with
Google Maps and used photographs from
open source platform

Pilot data from the NGO
Fritidsbanken Kronoparken

Used to test which data could be generated
based on lending of sports items.
The collection of data had just begun, so the
data in the dataset is sample data/mock
data, thus not authentic. But it showed how
data could be collected and used.
Table 8: Data not uploaded to the O4C platform, Karlstad

6.4

API

The County Councils
of Sweden

1177.se

Used in finished
prototypes

API and CSV

Swedish Association
of Local Authorities
and Regions

http://www.kolada.se/?_p=jamforelse&unit_id=16
728

Not used in finished
prototype, but
presented to each team
as a toolbox. Data was
too vast and not local
enough

CSV

The National Board
of Health and
Welfare

http://www.socialstyrelsen.se/statistik/

.KLM

Open Source

http://servicelab.se/media/2016/11/Kronoparken1.zip

Used in finished
prototype, primarily as
reference in concept
devevelopment by one
team
Used as inspiration

xlsx

RISE Service Labs

https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1zf
MJi_6ulJIaWxW8VYKBZbSBlgY&ll=59.40417192511
799%2C13.569619125141116&z=15
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10dI6Mk
CIOVrDgHG5qkf3tppZmeDlasXkogxywr7T9aI/edit?
usp=sharing

Used in concept
development by one
group

Datasets requested by the participants

No additional data was requested by the participants.
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6.5

Reflections from 1st hackathon cycle, Karlstad

We are currently in-between the 1st and the 2nd cycle of hackathons with the post-hack phase for
the first round still ongoing. This means that we yet have to evaluate the data integration from the
first round of hackathons but for now we can include reflections on how the data was used by the
teams.
The compiled statistics about broken neighbourhoods and areas within the municipality of Karlstad
were used as a way to introduce the O4C platform in some teams. The data, although rooted in the
local community’s health issues and with interpretation assistance, was perhaps too vast to use to
its full potential within the timeframe of the hackathon.
Regarding the work with the 1177.se APIs: the API was not as sophisticated in ID handling as
required for integration in prototypes since calls on the API generated too much data. In one of the
projects the API generated discussions within the healthcare system on the poor usability of open
content like this API.
Regarding the ELSA research data: usage of this dataset sparked interesting discussions about the
opportunities and risks of it being made available. It also challenged the perception that all Swedish
health data should be "closed". Some datasets were not allowed to be handed to third party.

7 Data in the First Hackathon Cycle in Milan

7.1

Description of the data integration in Milan

Work with and on data started immediately with in the Milano Pilot. The kind of challenge handled
in this pilot was in fact strongly expressing the need for more citizen oriented public sector
information and this implied that the POLIMI team immediately started to explore the data on
urban transformations already made available by City administration. Not all the transformations
are driven by the public institution but, also in case of a private actor being the key actor of an
urban intervention, public administration is called for issuing permissions and authorisations, thus
making public data the most important one for the Italian O4C pilot.
Data has been explored inside the Municipal Open Data Portal put slowly we realized that the most
important data was published in the Municipal Transparency Portal and the data uploaded in the
platform mostly came from this last.
Data in the following Table 9 was uploaded to the platform but much of the data was made directly
available to the participants before the event.
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-

-

-

Green: the data marked in green represent a collection of data including various data sets.
They represent the list of the most important investments planned yearly by the public
administration and having a temporal perspective of three years
Yellow: data sets marked in yellow are a subset of the larger data collection marked in
green
Grey: the data marked in grey is special as this data has a publication time frame (every 6th
month) which is not consistent with the needs of the hackathon. So the Municipality of
Milan made them available ad hoc for the hackathon dates in order to make the
participants have the most updated version of those data. These grey datasets are currently
being made OPEN in the correct technical mode and will be available next month within the
Milan post-hack phase.
Pink: this data has been extracted from an internal Document Management System
supporting building activities permission protocols by the Municipality. It has been made
available JUST for the hackathon and will be made PUBLIC soon. It, however, cannot
become OPEN.

The Hackathon event’s participants mainly used two data sets among those uploaded on the
platform: “building activities” and “public land occupation”. In addition to these, they have also
used or planned to use further data sets additional to those uploaded in the platform and listed in
Table 9.
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7.2

Datasets uploaded to the O4C platform

Title

Description

Programma triennale delle opere
pubbliche 2015-2017

Public works plan for 3 years

Data
Format
CSV

Data Source

Link

Notes

Muncipality
Transparency Portal

http://mediagallery.comune.milano.it/c
dm/objects/changeme:40818/datastre
ams/dataStream16331136097312121/
content?pgpath=ist_it_contentlibrary/s
a_sitecontent/segui_amministrazione/
amministrazione_trasparente/opere_p
ubbliche/programma_triennale_opere
_pubbliche

Used in the pre-hack
activities

Totale settore verde e agricoltura
Totale settore gestione uffici giudiziari
Totale settore impianti
Totale settore infrastrutture per la mobilita
Totale settore oltiche ambientali ed
energetiche
Totale settore technico casa e demanio
Totale settore technico cultura e beni
comunali diversi
Totale settore technico infrastrutture e
arredo urbano
Totale settore technico scuole e strutture
sociali
Totale settore trasporto pubblico locale e
supporto economico finanziario

PUBLIC LAND OCCUPATION (Temporary
Events)
PUBLIC LAND OCCUPATION (Land
Occupation Permits)
PUBLIC LAND OCCUPATION (Driveways)
PUBLIC LAND OCCUPATION
(Construction Sites)
Building Activities Clean

Used in the pre-hack
activities

Used in the pre-hack
activities
Authorizations for temporary
events in the public space
Authorizations for advertisement
infrastructure in the public space
Authorizations for driveways
along public streets
Authorizations for construction
sites impacting public spaces

Building Activities Sample

CSV

Muncipality
Transparency Portal

https://www.comune.milano.it/wps/port
al/ist/it/amministrazione/trasparente/pr
ovvedimenti/provvedimenti_dirigenti/pr
ovvedimenti_autorizzazione_concessi
one_occupazione_suolo_pubblico
Used in app and mock-up
during the Hackathon event

CSV
CSV

Muncipality
Transparency Portal
Muncipality
Transparency Portal

Table 9: Datasets uploaded to the platform, Milan
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7.3
Title

Additional datasets used or planned to be used by the teams of the hackathon
Description

Data Source

Link

Notes

POPULATION DATA (per urban districts)

ISTAT

http://www.istat.it/it/

URBAN MOBILITY DATA (trajectories and
stops)
SHOPS

Muoversi a Milano
ATM

https://www.muoversi.milano.it
http://www.atm.it/it/Pagine/default.aspx

BikeMi touch points

Bike MI service

GREEN AREAS and PARKS IN THE CITY

Open Data Portal Comune Milano
Open Street Maps
Open Data Portal Comune Milano
Open Street Maps

https://www.bikemi.com/it/mappastazioni.aspx
http://dati.comune.milano.it
https://www.openstreetmap.org
http://dati.comune.milano.it

Used or planned to be
used in app and mock-up
Used or planned to be
used in app and mock-up
Used or planned to be
used in app
Used or planned to be
used in app
Used or planned to be
used in app
Used or planned to be
used in app

DOG’s SPACES IN THE CITY

Data Format

https://www.openstreetmap.org
http://dati.comune.milano.it

ABANDONED BUILDINGS and SPACES

Open Data Portal Comune Milano
Open Street Maps

Bike lanes data

OpenStreetMap (OSM) and
Milano Bicycle Coalition (Feed RSS)

https://www.openstreetmap.org
https://www.openstreetmap.org
http://www.bici.milano.it

Portale Cartografico Nazionale

http://www.pcn.minambiente.it/GN

Air quality data

ARPA Lombardia
Geoportale Regione Lombardia

Events agenda in Milano

Milano Bicycle Coalition (Feed RSS)

http://www2.arpalombardia.it/siti/arpalomba
rdia/meteo/osservazioniedati/datitemporeale
/rilevazioni-in-temporeale/Pagine/Rilevazioni-in-tempo-reale.aspx
http://www.geoportale.regione.lombardia.it
http://www.bici.milano.it

Air quality data
Maps

Used or planned to be
used in app
Used or planned to be
used in app
Used or planned to be
used in mock-up

Used or planned to be
used in mock-up

Table 10: Datasets not uploaded to the platform and not uploaded in the platform, Milan
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7.4

Datasets requested by the hackathon event participants

What
Code

Description
API of MUOVERSI

Data Source
Muoversi

Link
-

Note
Datasets and software required by the Hackathon event
participants

Data

Data on urgent street interventions

-

Datasets required by the Hackathon event participants

Data

Mobility management data

Authorized actors (Municipality, A2A,
Metropolitana Milanese, ENEL, ..)
Polizia Municipale and Vigili Urbani

-

Datasets required by the Hackathon event participants

Data

More detailed air quality info

-

Datasets required by the Hackathon event participants

Data

Construction sites at the time of
permission requests
Data and information of the Municipal
Land Use Plan
Data on Urban Transformation through

ARPA LOMBARDIA and some
Construction Sites obliged by norms to
make situated monitoring
Municipality of Milan

-

Datasets required by the Hackathon event participants

Municipality

-

Authorized actors (Municipality, A2A,
Metropolitana Milanese, ENEL, ..)

-

Datasets to be opened according to citizens’ requests
(mainly captured during the pre-hack work)
Datasets to be opened according to citizens’ requests
(mainly captured during the pre-hack work)

PGT

Table 11: Datasets requested by participants, Milan
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7.5

Reflections from 1st hackathon cycle, Milan

The biggest difficulties in dealing with data are related to the fact that the quality is not high and also
that some existing open datasets are not relevant for the handled problems. This has required an
enormous effort to drive the municipality in disclosing new datasets or improving the quality of those
already made available to the public.
Considering the results of the first hackathon cycle, referring to data, we are now working at two
different levels:
1) In the post-hack phase of the first cycle we are working with the City Council:
o to definitely make some of the datasets used in the hackathon open;
o to develop conditions for new data to be produced and made open.
2) In the second Hackathon cycle:
o to repeat the alignment work between available data and citizens’ challenge carried
out during the 1st cycle;
o to work on existing datasets to make them open for the hackathon.
In addition to the work described above, the O4C team working on the Milano pilot is carrying out an
intense work to support the Open Data Unit of the Municipality in activating a systematic dynamics
of data opening with the other municipal sectors and units; in particular, with the Urban Planning
and Management Unit the O4C team is now planning an internal hackathon to develop frugal tools
for improving the datasets creation and support their management work.
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